1 Introduction: A Textuality that Dare not Speak its Name
Phonocentrism
An orthodoxy in aesthetics is a revolution in waiting.
1 A consensus alerts us where to concentrate the attack. Until very recently the doxa in Larkin studies was, in Andrew Motion's words, that 'the poems are autobiographical'.
2 As Larkin's biographer he would say that, wouldn't he? But so did the other three authorities who dominated the field: Anthony Thwaite, Trevor Tolley, James Booth. 'All Larkin's work is fundamentally autobiographical,' says Booth. 'He is a highly "visible" poet, who seems to have no inhibition about addressing the reader in his own, natural tone.' 3 This assumption of a pure, immediate vocality prior to inscription leads Booth to the confident assertion that 'In only four of his mature poems does Larkin create speakers who are clearly distinguished by sex or social context from himself.' 4 Once Larkin has been nominated 'speaker', all those other personages inhabiting the text can be divided into the 'spoken to' or 'spoken about' and their identities imported from the life. As the poems themselves characteristically avoid nominals and pronominals, the sexing and racing of narrators or addressees, our first objective is to reverse this argument and demonstrate that underneath the naturalness and orality attributed to Larkin's verse is a textuality that dare not speak its name.
One way we can proceed is by examining with what difficulty these critics provide an exegesis of writing entailed to a repression of writing. For in order to present Larkin's poems as 'speaking' in his 'voice' they must deny the textuality not only of his texts but also of their own. Theirs are scripts that try (and fail) to hide their own inscriptedness. As early as 1969, Thwaite was struggling to naturalize the methodology:
perceptions, its 'moments of vision', its most seemingly casual epiphanies (in the Joycean sense), could fit whole and without compromise into poems. There did not need to be any large-scale system of belief, any such circumambient framework as Yeats constructed within which to fashion his work: Larkin has dismissed all that as the 'myth-kitty'. Like Parolles in All's Well he seems to say: 'Simply the thing I am shall make me live '. 5 It is a nice paradox that in adumbrating the view that Larkin's poems speak in his own voice, unmediated by literary citation, Thwaite himself has repeated resort to citation: Wordsworth, Hardy, Joyce, Yeats, Shakespearefive intertexts in four sentences. Moreover, the analogy with Parolles is silently lifted from a 1960 review in which Larkin described Betjeman as 'destined to be one of those rare persons who can say, "Simply the thing I am shall make me live"' (RW, 131) . Uneasily aware that mockery might be incurred in deploying Larkin's Shakespeare citation to claim he is anticitational, Thwaite suppresses the debt. This is an intertextuality that can neither be dispensed with nor acknowledged.
Thwaite 's Poetry Today (1985) provides further evidence that as phonocentrism is the primal condition of this hermeneutics so writing is its primal repression. Acknowledging neither his own 1969 essay on Larkin nor Larkin's 1960 review of Betjeman, Thwaite avers: unlike any other important British poet, Larkin has constructed no system into which his poems can snugly fit: like Parolles in Shakespeare's All's Well, he seems to say 'simply the thing I am shall make me live '. 6 As Thwaite twice recycled Larkin's Betjeman review without referencing the source, so subsequent commentators endorse Thwaite's bias against the textual by recycling his text, again without acknowledgement. Hence Timms in the 1970s:
'Simply the thing I am shall make me live', says Parolles. We might adapt the words, and say that Larkin's style and tone and choice of subjectmatter simply come from the thing he is.
Introduction 3 (c. 1603), Painter (1566) and Boccaccio (c. 1353) -eight levels of intertextuality mobilized to suppress text in favour of speech. It is true, of course, that the name of Shakespeare's character derives from the French parole whose meaning, 'word', is more usually applied in spoken than written contexts. But the crowning irony is that the immediatist truth doctrine appealed to by Parolles in the line 'Simply the thing I am shall make me live' issues from the mouth of someone who the irreproachable Helena warns us in the very first scene is 'a great way fool, solely a coward' and 'a notorious liar' (Act I, Sc. I, lines 111-12). A Shakespeare text repeatedly cited in validation of the authenticity of the natural speaking self advises the exact opposite: that the bluff, I-am-what-I-am, I-tell-it-like-I-see-it persona is the very mark of the hypocrite, not to be trusted.
A metaphysics of presence
In Phaedrus, Jacques Derrida reminds us, Plato equated speech with presence and writing with absence, thereby inaugurating a Western intellectual tradition of favouring the former over the latter. 9 The presence of the speaker validates the spoken utterance, simultaneously authoring and authorizing the statement; whereas a piece of writing exists separately from its author and so lacks legitimation, shifting meanings according to context or readerly point of view. Thwaite, Tolley, Motion and Booth are reading Larkin's poems in the absence of the writer; but by pretending that the poems are spoken rather than written, received by ear rather than eye, the product of an oral rather than a scribal practice, they conjure up his absent presence in verification of their interpretations. One touchingly literal illustration of this is the way Tolley's My Proper Ground (1991) , Larkin at Work (1997) and Early Poems and Juvenilia (2005) all begin by thanking Larkin for his help -as though Tolley were receiving spirit-message endorsements from beyond the grave. The warning to the reader is clear: 'to quarrel with my judgements is to quarrel with Larkin who has given them his imprimatur'.
The phonocentric bias of this criticism, with its reliance upon a metaphysics of presence, is intimately connected to the belief that Larkin's poems mirror his life. Tolley credited Larkin with the 'notion that poetry was not merely the preservation of an experience, but that it should begin with something that actually happened and be true to what did happen'.
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Thwaite concurs, declaring of masterpieces like 'Church Going', 'The Whitsun Weddings' and 'Dockery and Son': 'All of these start from some quite specifically recalled incident.' 11 In the chapters that follow I shall be at some pains to demonstrate that the consensual claims that this or that poem was prompted by biographical incident -the visiting of an English parish church for 'Church Going', Winifred Arnott's photographs in 'Lines on a Young Lady's Photograph Album', the Hull-to-London train journey of 'The Whitsun Weddings', the death of Eva Larkin as inspiration for the Copyrighted material -978-0-230-34824-0 completion of 'Aubade' -are invariably reductive, often false. The immediate point I wish to register is the more general one of methodological principle. The authocentric critic purports to anchor a poem's meaning in the writer's life, replacing the instability of literature with the stability of the lived reality. In practice, this usually entails displacing the instability of a primary text onto the instability of secondary texts like biographies, autobiographies, hagiographies, kiss-and-tell memoirs or gossip columns.
It might plausibly be claimed that the real difference between a poem or a novel on the one hand and a biography or autobiography on the other is not that one is fiction and the other fact but that both are fiction and only the former admits it. In Notes of a Son and Brother, for instance, Henry James entirely rewrote those letters of his brother William the volume purported to preserve. The first major biography of Thomas Hardy was actually an autobiography, filleted of anything revelatory and falsely attributed to his second wife. The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, in which the eponymous subject endlessly praises her lover Gertrude Stein, was actually written by, ahem, Gertrude Stein. The self-serving Autobiography of Malcolm X was written by Alex Haley whose account of his attempts to trace his own slave ancestry, Roots, was part plagiarized from Harold Courlander's novel The African. With homosexual acts illegal in the UK until 1967, biographies and autobiographies routinely suppressed their subjects' gay experiences -as in Robert Skidelsky's life of the economist John Maynard Keynes.
12 Of course, all are diligent paragons of candour compared to those unlettered celebrities whose ghost-written memoirs avalanche from the presses in time to deepen the sorrows of Christmas.
As for Larkin, he deliberately ensured that any life would indeed have a hole in the middle by arranging from his deathbed for the destruction of the 30 volumes of his private diaries. Lacking this anchorage (if such it was) his 'life' has gone through various 'editions': the 'hermit of Hull' -decent, monastic, chaste; the beastly male chauvinist, running three mistresses in tandem and still requiring a stash of porn to slake his depraved cravings; the blushing violet of Letters to Monica, forever apologizing for his low sexual appetency while flaunting his woman's atomizer, mauve bed sheets, pink toilet paper, lemon braces and dyed mauve socks; or the spiritually questing courtly lover of Maeve Brennan's memoir. Celibate, satyr, androgyne, prig? Asexual, heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual? Take your pick. 
Larkin's anti-textualism
The biographicalist claim that (in Tolley's words) Larkin wrote 'poems based on personal experience, not on material derived from literature', and that his 'poetry leans strongly towards structures encountered in normal conversational use of speech' with 'a conscious rejection of [...] intertextuality', has a pre-modernist simplicity and force.
15 This 'representational aesthetic has been under attack at least since the time of Mallarmé', and the more radical critical schools to appear in the twentieth century, those of the Russian Formalists, the Anglo-American New Critics, the structuralists and deconstructionists, to greater or lesser degrees, 'rejected mimesis' in favour of text-centred theories. Séan Burke has suggested that 'we have entered a postrepresentational era [...] no-one any longer takes seriously the ideal of pure realism' and 'modernist and postmodernist fiction has moved [away] from representational modes'.
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Faced with these alarming theoretical developments the default position of biographicalists is intentionalism: the views the author said determined the writing are the views the critic says determine the reading. Larkin is a considerable help here, his own theoretical writings adopting a Luddite approach to theory, as when he declares 'You must realize I've never had "ideas" about poetry' or 'I make a point of not knowing what poetry is or how to read a page' (RW, 76, 79) . On occasion this anti-intellectualist posture is used to project a man-in-the-street, I-may-not-know-much-about-art-but-I-knowwhat-I-like populism:
Some time ago I agreed to help judge a poetry competition -you know, the kind where they get about 35,000 entries, and you look at the best few thousand. After a bit I said, Where are all the love poems? And nature poems? And they said, Oh, we threw all those away. I expect they were the ones I should have liked. (RW, 76) He also presented as a virtue of his own style that it was so transparent as to obviate analysis: 'I may flatter myself, but I think [...] there's not much to Larkin would sometimes give a more advanced explication of this faux naive stance, contextualizing it in relation to the historical crisis of modernism: the term 'modern', when applied to art, has a more than chronological meaning: it denotes a quality of irresponsibility peculiar to this century, known sometimes as modernism [...] My own theory is that it is related to an imbalance between the two tensions from which art springs: these are the tension between the artist and his material, and between the artist and his audience, and that in the last seventy-five years or so the second of these has slackened or even perished. In consequence the artist has become over-concerned with his material (hence an age of technical experiment). (AWJ, 11) The modernist readiness to pursue technical innovation at the expense of audience understanding has historically specific causes. 'One was the emergence of English literature as an academic subject, and the consequent demand for a kind of poetry that needed elucidation' (RW, 216) . This development poses a direct threat to the integrity of the poet: 'the danger is that he will begin to assume unconsciously that the more a poem can be analyzed -and, therefore, the more it needs to be analyzed -the better poem it is'. The threat is especially acute in the case of 'the campus poet' who might 'unconsciously start to write the kind of poem that is earning him a living' as an academic (RW, 89) . The threat to poetry itself is that it no longer has to speak for or to a lay readership since it now draws its sales as a set text on the university syllabus:
at bottom poetry, like all art, is inextricably bound up with giving pleasure, and if a poet loses his pleasure-seeking audience he has lost the only audience worth having, for which the dutiful mob that signs on every September is no substitute. (RW, 81-2) Larkin was appalled by this replacement of a voluntary with a compulsory audience: 'I should hate anybody to read my work because he's been told to and told what to think about it' (RW, 56). The mid-century institutionalization of modernism by the academy had severed poetry from the general reading public.
A second historical determinant identified by Larkin was the rise to global dominance of the USA. Larkin drew comparisons between modernist poets like Pound and Eliot, their works replete with classical references, and turnof-the-century American tourists hoovering up European culture. On occasion he would extend the analogy to the workings of international capital, Introduction 7 claiming that this 'typically American' attitude 'that you can order culture whole' has 'led to a view of poetry which is almost mechanistic, that every poem must include all previous poems, in the same way that a Ford Zephyr has somewhere in it a Ford T Model' (FR, 19) . From the poet's point of view, this 'means that before anything worthwhile can be written everything worthwhile must be read ' (FR, 14) . From the punter's point of view, 'you have to be terribly educated' to enjoy modern literature.
The paradigm in which a native English continuity faces invasion by the Yanks is defined by an undergirding set of antitheses: national versus international, populist versus elitist, transparent versus obscure, traditional versus experimental, phonocentric versus textual. And at his most reductive, Larkin invariably appoints the same man captain of the home team:
it was Eliot who gave the modernist poetic movement its character in the sentence, 'Poets in our civilization, as it exists at present, must be difficult'. And it was Betjeman who, forty years later, was to bypass the whole light industry of exegesis that had grown up round his fatal phrase, and prove, like Kipling and Housman before him, that a direct relation with the reading public could be established by anyone prepared to be moving and memorable. (RW, 129) Requiring no elucidation, Betjeman's poetry side-steps the university curriculum, academic explication and the rhetoric of critical theory:
for him, the modern poetic revolution has just not happened; there has been no symbolism, no Ezra Pound, no objective correlative, no rediscovery of myth, no Seven Types or Some Versions, no works of criticism with titles like Communication as Discipline or Implicit and Explicit ImageObliquity in Sir Lewis Morris. (FR, 163) How does he manage it? 'What Betjeman achieves is done simply by saying what he thinks and feels, without minding if he is laughed at. And the further he gets from his fellow-poets, the nearer he gets to his readers' (FR, 327). Moreover, Larkin defines his own project in very much the same terms:
There is a sentence or two of Leslie Stephen, which Hardy used to be very fond of, I can't remember it exactly, but it's something like 'The poet's task is to move our feelings by showing his own, and not to display his learning, or mimic the fine notes of his predecessors [...]' I've always thought it is a magnificent motto, for me anyway, it is the kind of thing I should like to think I did. (FR, 30) We are squarely back in biographicalist territory, the poet emoting directly with the audience as though speaking in propria persona: 'poetry should begin with emotion in the poet, and end with the same emotion in the reader. The poem is simply the instrument of transference' (FR, 65). Once again, however, one cannot help noticing that the admonition to the poet 'not to display his learning, or mimic the fine notes of his predecessors' is delivered via the fine notes of Larkin's predecessors Hardy and Stephen. The textuality of the text is never more apparent than when denied.
Larkin as professional intertextualist
We have no reason to doubt Larkin's distaste for the fact that under the conditions of modernity poetry 'is thought to be difficult, like higher mathematics, something that can't be understood without preliminary study and teaching '. 17 Nor is his own popularity with the general public to be denied: his poems, even ones as formidable as 'Aubade', regularly top national reader polls. The fact remains that however useful as an approach to Betjeman the phonocentric argument unfolded in the previous section accords ill with aspects of Larkin's life, his poetic practice and his aesthetic theorizing.
One way we can broach this difficulty is by reminding ourselves that as a librarian Larkin was a guardian of historical taxonomies, a professional intertextualist. For all his strictures against 'the campus poet' he was, in a sense, of that company, conducting his poetic career from university libraries in Leicester, Belfast and Hull. At Hull he excitedly devised and administered the Compton Fellowship which brought to the campus for a year apiece the poets C. Day Lewis, Richard Murphy, Peter Porter, Ian Hamilton and Douglas Dunn, each of whom was given an office in the Brynmor Jones Library from which to conduct exactly the sort of writing classes he claimed to deplore. In the event, Larkin was most disappointed at the low student pick-up -perhaps the undergraduates had taken him at his word! It is also relevant that in such essays as 'Operation Manuscript' (1967) and 'A Neglected Responsibility' (1979) Larkin was a leading campaigner for the purchase and preservation of contemporary writers' drafts. He was in no doubt that 'the lack of interest shown in modern literary manuscripts by British libraries reflects an identical lack of interest by British universities', adding that 'in the 1950s I worked as a librarian in a university where the head of the English department would not sanction the purchase for the library of texts by living writers' (RW, 102). The man who wanted to keep contemporary poetry off the syllabus now berates the universities for complying! Moreover, his interest in literary manuscripts was not just archival but showed a fascination with the very scribal processes his phonocentric praise of Betjeman had seemed to belittle. This fascination encompassed poets' calligraphy ('Why should two such dissimilar poets as Roy Fuller and Vernon Watkins have the same, vivid, flourishing, romantic kind of A manuscript will show how much trouble he took, how many drafts were necessary; a cancellation may clarify a meaning, for a writer will often put down the 'prose' word while groping for the 'poetic' one. (FR, 120) This text-centred approach to how poems are created is complemented in Larkin's most considered account of how poems should be received:
Hearing a poem, as opposed to reading it on the page, means you miss so much -the shape, the punctuation, the italics, even knowing how far you are from the end. Reading it on the page means you can go your own pace, taking it in properly; hearing it means you're dragged along at the speaker's own rate, missing things, not taking it in, confusing 'there' and 'their' and things like that. And the speaker may interpose his own personality between you and the poem, for better or worse [...] And of course this fashion for poetry readings has led to a kind of poetry that you can understand first go: easy rhythms, easy emotions, easy syntax. I don't think it stands up on the page. (RW, 61) Larkin's pronouncements on Hardy and Betjeman emphasized emotion ('the poet's task is to move our feelings by showing his own') and vocal immediacy ('simply by saying what he thinks and feels') at the expense of the materiality of the text ('the poem is simply the instrument of transference'). Such an account dematerializes what it claims to admire, evaporating literature -whose defining characteristic is that it is written -in the interests of an unimpeded emotional encounter. To wish for the poet and audient to commune direct is to annul the very artistry that made communion desir- 
Burnett's new broom
In some of his most telling remarks Larkin accords the artwork a degree of autonomy usually associated with modernist aesthetics: 'I wanted to write such a lot [...] and I wanted to do it not for my sake but for its sakeresponsibility is always to the thing & not to yourself or the filthy reader' (LM, 222). The man who earlier wanted to reduce the poem to a megaphone for transmitting emotion from poet to punter now says the opposite: the text is the thing, and the writer and reader can go hang! This reification of the text extended to the production values of his books. Jean Hartley of the Marvell Press, publisher of The Less Deceived, has noted 'Philip's interest in the technicalities of the book's production and its format'. 'Together we discussed type sizes and faces, pagination, blurb, binding, and we agreed on a lovely strong pink, his favourite colour, for the dust-jacket.' It was Larkin who chose Garamond in preference to Bodoni for the type-face.
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A similar care and attention characterized Larkin's approach to all matters editorial. Reviewing a revised edition of Betjeman's Collected Poems he observed:
It is in print again now with some of the more obvious misprints removed, but 'Chirst' on page 123 surprisingly remains, and 'I know that I wanted to ask you' on page 143 should surely be 'what I wanted'. I hereby offer to correct the proofs of Betjeman's next book of poems for nothing, if that is the only way to protect them from such blemishes. (FR, 216) As for his own Collected Poems, we know he wanted such an edition but not what he wished it to include. Although he carefully preserved and dated all his poems, complete and incomplete, published and unpublished, as though for posterity, his Will was contradictory as to how the unpublished material was to be disposed. Of one thing we may be assured, he would have expected the highest editorial standards to be observed in any posthumous publications.
When Anthony Thwaite's edition of the Collected Poems (1988) appeared, just three years after Larkin's death, it was criticized on two counts: first, that its chronological presentation of the poems shattered the structural integrity of the individual volumes; second, that by including a mass of Copyrighted material -978-0-230-34824-0 material not published by Larkin the editor flooded with inferior works a canon of impeccable quality. Both complaints were unfair: the first because Larkin's individual collections remained in print for those wishing to admire the skill and ingenuity with which he sequenced their contents; the second because poets as great as Larkin always generate a demand for completeness that sooner or later must be met -so better never than late. For a quarter of a century this edition dominated the field, its expansion of the Larkin oeuvre and its chronological format revolutionizing critical understanding of his aesthetic evolution. Reasonably comprehensive yet compact enough to be portable, it appealed to scholars and lay readers alike. As I continue to find it indispensable when considering matters chronographical, I have incorporated it into the referencing system for the present volume. This is not to deny that there were problems. The temporal ordering of the contents that made the volume revolutionary had the unfortunate side-effect of entrenching biographicalism. When the Collected Poems was followed in 1993 by Motion's biography, itself remarkably authoritative for a work written so soon after the subject's death, a critical industry was spawned in which scholars, whether admirers or detractors, did little more than key the compositional to the personal. Again, the complaint that Thwaite included too much unpublished material might better be expressed as a complaint that he did not include all of it, since he thereby ensured the publication of a supplementary volume. Matters were not improved when Thwaite produced a second Collected Poems (2003) which responded to adverse criticism by retracting all the posthumously published material included in the first version (the words genie and bottle come to mind). For a moment there were in circulation two very different volumes with the same author, editor, title and publisher, the second much the inferior of the two. However, the nadir came with Tolley's edition of the Early Poems and Juvenilia (2005) which compounded its textual flaws -of which, more anon -by making no attempt at a 'fit' with existing publications. Hence, Tolley reprinted all the poems from Larkin's first collection, The North Ship (1945) , despite the fact that they were already available in both Thwaite Collecteds and as a separate volume.
Chaos was finally dispelled with the publication of The Complete Poems of Philip Larkin (2012) , edited with an introduction and commentary by Archie Burnett. This includes 'all of Larkin's poems whose texts are accessible' (TCP, xiii). These texts, meticulously checked against primary sources, are organized into four categories: the four volumes published in Larkin's lifetime 'preserved as collections' (117 poems); other poems published in the poet's lifetime but not gathered in a collection (36 poems); poems not published in the poet's lifetime (403); and unpublished poems of uncertain date (10 poems). Of the grand total of 556 poems, 413 had not been published by Larkin, though 84 had been included in Thwaite's first Collected and 202 in the Tolley.
Burnett brings to this compilation a level of editorial accuracy and detail surpassing all prior editions. In his 'Introduction' he says of the Tolley, 'its Professor Burnett charitably forebears to mention that when four years later this article was reprinted in George Hartley's symposium Philip Larkin, 1922 -1985 : A Tribute (1988 Tolley let stand every one of these errors. A quarter of a century later Tolley excused the flaws by claiming that the piece was written in 'collaboration' with Larkin. 19 Despite the egregiousness of his mistakes, the old guard has closed ranks in Tolley's defence. James Booth and Janet Brennan, editors of About Larkin, the journal of the Philip Larkin Society, nominate him 'the doyen of Larkin scholars'. Describing Tolley as a 'lifelong devotee of Larkin' exposing an incompetence he himself failed to identify. 20 Of course there are errors in The Complete Poems, just as there will be in the present volume; but there is a glaring difference between ordinary human fallibility and outright negligence. For obvious reasons, Burnett concentrates his (f)ire on Tolley's editorial and bibliographical endeavours. He has no cause to remark that in his critical monograph My Proper Ground, Tolley 30 times refers to All What Jazz without once getting the title correct; repeatedly misspells the name of jazz legend Billie Holiday, a Larkin favourite; mangles the names of the composer Claude Debussy, the novelist Arnold Bennett, of George Moore's masterpiece Esther Waters, of Yeats's poem 'Lapis Lazuli', of the poets Baudelaire, Oliver St John Gogarty and Allen Ginsberg (misdating his greatest collection, Howl, into the bargain), of the Larkin scholar Janice Rossen and of at least ten Larkin poems (sometimes, as with 'If, My Darling' and 'The Card-Players', getting the titles wrong in different ways in different places -sometimes on the same page). Although in singling out Tolley for attack Burnett risks making him seem interesting, the reality is that surer editorial footings were vital if the scholarly debate was to move from an author-centred to a text-centred hermeneutics. Whatever its demerits, Burnett's edition of The Complete Poems has a textual authority that provides these new foundations.
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A test case
Larkin died in 1985. No-one now under 40 (and few enough aged 50) can really be said to have known the man. The future of his reputation is passing irrevocably out of the hands of those who knew him and into the hands of those who did not -a reality starkly underlined by the recent deaths of his intimates Kingsley and Hilly Amis, Monica Jones, Maeve Brennan, Jean Hartley, Judy Egerton and Ruth Bowman. Recognition of the inevitability of this process, and of the concomitant need for a post-authocentric reading strategy, was delayed by the posthumous revelations that the poet could privately be racist, sexist and boorish. In what Clive James described as 'a rush of dunces', such guardians of political correctness as Lisa Jardine, Bryan Appleyard, Tom Paulin, Terry Eagleton and John Newsinger pilloried Larkin in the print and broadcast media. 22 Although their tone was much more vitriolic than anything that had gone before, their methodology was essentially the same as that of the four Larkin defenders with whom this Introduction began: indeed, it was two of the latter -Thwaite in his edition of Larkin's Selected Letters (1992) and Motion in his biography of the poet (1993) -whose disclosures ignited the biographical conflagration.
That Burnett's textual rigour has mercifully brought this phase of the debate to a close may be demonstrated by considering the way the meaning of 'The Winter Palace' has been contested by Booth and Paulin, respectively representatives of the 'pro' and 'anti' lobbies. As we shall see, despite the violence of their disputations they are climbing the same biographical mountain from different sides. Over the years, Booth has regularly denounced on aesthetic grounds Paulin's politicized readings of Larkin:
Paulin's 'historicism' reduces literary analysis to political polemic, abolishing the simply 'historical' in favour of ideology. Such historicism bears a similar relation to history as spiritualism bears to spirituality, or Scientology to science.
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Booth's principal allegation is that of brutal insensitivity to the art of poetry: 'Deaf and heavy-footed, Paulin barges through Larkin's delicately constructed verbal devices.'
24 When it comes to explicating 'The Winter Palace', however, Booth shares with Paulin the fundamental predicate that author and narrator are one. Philip Larkin: Writer describes the poem as one 'in which Larkin welcomes his own growing absent-mindedness, in the hope that it will render him oblivious to approaching death'; while Philip Larkin: The Poet's Plight categorically identifies 'the ageing poet' as protagonist. The argument is circular: the assumption that the poem is autobiographical leads to the conclusion that 'The Winter Palace' takes place 'inside his head' and we know it is Larkin's head because his poems are autobiographical. 25 It is precisely this tautological conflation of poet and protagonist that licenses Paulin to visit upon the narrator the uglier biographical disclosures. Larkin is a 'reactionary' who 'loves the unchanging' and who 'is opposed to the historical process'. In 'The Winter Palace', 'a lacklustre complaint about ageing', the 'quasi-Fascist' poet equates his lost youth with a lost Imperial Eden, the title nostalgically invoking the Tsarist regime's palace in St Petersburg. 'Ageing is like being a monarch besieged by revolutionaries. Change is a revolutionary process, the completed revolution is death.'
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It is true that 'The Winter Palace' is about a change for the worse -the encroachment of old age, short-term memory loss, the possible onset of Alzheimer's disease. In this context it may be disproportionate but it is not self-evidently false to invoke the Russian Revolution as a poetic symbol of disaster. Two writers incomparably greater than Paulin who might be expected to know more about the subject than he, Alexander Solzhenitsyn and Joseph Brodsky, both Nobel Prize winners forcibly exiled from the Soviet Union, separately estimated that the communist regime was through a mixture of deliberation and incompetence responsible for the deaths of over 60 million of its own citizens -quite apart from those it murdered in other countries. For Paulin to write at the end of the twentieth century, when the cadavers had been tallied and the statistics published, as though the Russian Revolution was unquestionably a good thing, any hint to the contrary proof of one's 'fiercely pro-Imperial sentiment', is stupefying.
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Once again a conflation of author and narrator leads directly to a folie circulaire in which twin propositions constitute each other's proof: because Larkin is a reactionary he takes the Tsarist institution as his presiding symbol and the choice of that symbol is confirmation that he is reactionary. If we Introduction 15 sever that connection between poet and protagonist, or put it in parentheses, reading the poem as constitutive rather than reflective of its narrator, then the very title appears richly polyvalent and every valence suggestive of a different subjectivity. For not only are there many Winter Palaces dotted around the globe -some, like that in Beijing, internationally famous -but many of them are associated with freedom struggles. The Winter Palace in Vienna, for example, is associated with Prince Eugene of Savoy's resistance to invasion from the Turkish Empire. Arguably the most spectacular Winter Palace of them all is that at Machu Picchu, the cold-weather retreat of the Incas high in the Peruvian Andes. Some commentators believe that this became the last and secret city of the Incas after their civilization was brutally conquered by Spanish colonizers in the 1500s, the site remaining unknown to the outside world until its discovery by Hiram Bingham in 1911. The title Paulin interprets as a reactionary invocation of the Tsarist imperium may just as plausibly be read as an allusion to an indigenous culture under imperial attack: the poem's sick narrator retreats deep into the self to try and escape 'whatever it is that is doing the damage', just as the Incas retreated deep (and high) into their mountain fastness in the hopes of surviving the alien invasion. The modern view is that Machu Picchu's populace succumbed to smallpox brought over by the Spanish, which accords with Larkin's illness/damage conceit.
'The Winter Palace' is a poem about age, amnesia and the disintegration of self. If Paulin wants to explore the political implications of the title, an entirely proper enquiry, and one which Booth effaces, he might have the decency to admit that Larkin's tactical refusal to specify which Winter Palace thwarts attempts to conscript the narrator to one side of the Right/Left binary. Each of the locations we have identified, in a list that is far from exhaustive -Russia, China, Austria, Peru -carries distinct cultural and ideological resonances and constitutes the narrator differently. This rendering the narrator populous, expanding the narratological franchise beyond the flatly biographical kenning of either Booth or Paulin, enforces rather than enfeebles the poem's address to mortality: as if to say, with Deirdre of the Sorrows, in the face of death all parties are on the same side. The losing one.
Had Burnett not intervened, there we might have left the battle of the biographicalists, Booth and Paulin contending over 'The Winter Palace' like two bald men fighting over a comb (as Borges has it). Thwaite unveiled the text in Collected Poems (1988) as one of a number of 'previously unpublished poems' that 'deserve to stand with his best already known work' (CP, xxiii). Over the next two decades critical comment was largely admiring, as when Terry Kelly described it as among 'his most compelling and utterly distinctive poems'.
28 Though 'not without regret', Burnett has had the poem 'removed from the canon' for the following reasons:
The basis of the text printed in Collected Poems (1988) The problem is that Larkin cancelled 'Losing' at the start of line 4 and provided no alternative, and that he also cancelled lines 3-4 with a wavy line. Further, he drafted alternative versions of the lines below the typescript text, but, unfortunately, these drafts achieve neither a final version without uncancelled alternative versions nor a couplet that, like the rest of the poem, rhymes or half-rhymes [...] Given this state of affairs, it seems best to acknowledge that Larkin did not finish work on the poem, and leave it at that. (TCP, xix)
As Burnett emphasized when challenged by Kelly: 'you can't print something the poet cancelled (as though he hadn't done so), and you can't print it as though there were no further inconclusive drafts'. 29 In short, the shared biographical certitudes of the Booth and Paulin interpretations are built on a text Burnett shows to be corrupt.
Destabilizing biographical tenets
Burnett's new broom sweeps clean in other ways. The 324 pages of poetry are accompanied by 338-page commentary. This not only offers readers variant wordings and improved dating of poems, showing in many cases durations of years between start and finish, but also a series of glosses comprised of pertinent Larkin quotes and a digest of critical opinion. It might be thought that garlanding the poems with so many of Larkin's own comments would endorse biographicalism, but the effect is quite otherwise. Larkin is repeatedly caught in contradictions between theory and practice, or between one correspondent and another, deliberately obscuring his poetic sources or simply forgetting the most elementary facts about this or that poem's composition. Burnett's greatest coup in this regard is to shatter the ne plus ultra of biographicalism by demonstrating the falsity of Larkin's account of the genesis of 'The Whitsun Weddings'. For nearly a quarter of a century Larkin insisted:
Every now and then you will see some happening or situation that prompts you to think that if only you could get that down, in a kind of verbal photography, you would have a poem ready-made. This was what I felt some years ago when I happened to see a series of wedding parties at a succession of stations on the way to London one hot Saturday afternoon. (FR, 87) Critics swallowed this authorized version whole: the life-into-art aesthetic; the photographic realism; the author as narrator; the direct transferral of the original emotion to the audience as though the poem was an open door to a swathe of experience ('There's hardly anything of me in it at all. It's ). However, Burnett has discovered a private letter from a few months before Larkin's death in which Larkin admits 'when I came to look up the genesis of "The Whitsun Weddings" I found that not only did it not take place at Whitsun, but that I actually got out of the train at Grantham and took a motorbus to the Midlands to see my family [...] Twenty years or so had made me believe the poem rather than what actually happened!' (TCP, 411). As we shall see in Chapter 4, there is textual evidence to corroborate this revision.
Less conspicuous destabilizing of authocentric tenets occurs across Burnett's commentary. For example, Motion states that 'soon after returning to Pearson Park in early January 1967 Larkin stopped keeping his diary for a while. He tells us so in the poem "Forget What Did", which he began on 30 January (and didn't finish until 6 August 1971).' 31 As Larkin's diaries were destroyed at his death this statement is completely unverifiable. In her memoir Maeve Brennan quotes Larkin telling her that 'Forget What Did' 'directly concerns you', and she surmises that his jealousy of her new admirer was too painful for him to record in his diary. This too is beyond substantiation.
32 Bradford links 'Forget What Did' with 'Vers de Société', 'The View' and 'The Life with a Hole in it' as 'bitterly autobiographical' works whose very 'syntax seems crippled by [...] pain'. The shared theme, he declares, is less Larkin's troubled affair with Maeve than his sense of encroaching mortality, and he cites a letter to Amis of 11 August 1972: 'I keep seeing obits of chaps who've passed over "suddenly, aged 55", "after a short illness", "after a long illness bravely borne, and 57" [...] No it doesn't bear thinking about.'
33
In all three interpretations, the biographers' awareness of the teleology of Larkin's life and work tempts them to see in the poem's abandoned diary intimations of subsequent authorial silencings: the drying up of Larkin's poetic inspiration; the physical destruction of his diaries; his premature death. Burnett puts these essentially senescent, almost valedictory readings in doubt by simply noting that Larkin used the expression 'forget what did' as early as 1950 and that in 1952 he told Patsy Strang 'I am trying to write a little unrhyming poem about giving up a diary' (TCP, 449). 34 As both details date from Larkin's twenties, well before he met Maeve Brennan, two decades before his letter to Amis and 35 years before his death, none of the prevailing biographical interpretations survives intact. 'Forget What Did' was conceived by a young man not an old one. How stable by contrast is Marion Lomax's observation that the title 'Forget What Did' is a quotation from Susan M. Coolidge's schoolgirl novel What Katy Did -an intertextual reference which Burnett acknowledges, as Motion, Bradford and Brennan do not.
35
My own view is that it would do no harm to Larkin studies if for the foreseeable future we desisted from visiting the (imaginary) certitudes of the life upon the work but rather visited the (real) polyvalency of the work upon Copyrighted material -978-0-230-34824-0 the life. Unlike his hero Wilde, Larkin put his genius into his poetry and only his talent into his life. Using the latter as the key to the former is a hermeneutical spoonerism. Larkin knew this full well: in life, which is true, he was false; whereas in art, which is false, he was true. Henceforth the concept of the author might better be regarded as a creation than a creator of the text.
36 After all, most Larkin lovers are acquainted with the writings not the man -and within a generation all Larkin lovers will be thus situated. In such a hermeneutics the text originates at the end of the writing process, not the start; with the reader, not the writer. Intentionality is redefined as an effect of the text not a cause. Anyone wishing to utilize the concept is obliged to locate where in a text and by what textual means the Intentionality Effect is created. Otherwise, intentionalism is an instrument of obfuscation, supposedly all-pervasive but nowhere identifiable, like phlogiston before Lavoisier or ether before the Michelson-Morley experiment. Similarly, we should accept that literary narrators do not construct their stories as speech but are constructed by them as text. What sort of narrator a specific work constructs is a key question for the reader to contemplate, probably with a limited plurality of plausible answers, as we saw with 'The Winter Palace', rather than the foregone conclusions of the biographicalist. This in turn means that the true purport of the poem is to be identified with what the text says, rather than what the narrator says, Larkin being an adept at what in the realm of the novel is known as 'unreliable narration'.
Above all, this new agenda entails an enhanced attention to and respect for those technical means by which the poems achieve their effects -means too often elided as authorial expressivism. Once again this brings us into conflict with Larkin's stated views:
I would say that I have been most influenced by the poetry that I've enjoyed -and this poetry has not been Eliot or Pound or anybody who is normally regarded as 'modern' -which is a sort of technique word, isn't it? The poetry I've enjoyed has been the kind of poetry you'd associate with me, Hardy pre-eminently [...] people to whom technique seems to matter less than content. (FR, 19) His most notorious statement of this position put an even more contemptuous spin on the word technique:
I dislike such things not because they are new, but because they are irresponsible exploitations of technique in contradiction of human life as we know it. This is my essential criticism of modernism. (AWJ, 17) Introduction 19 and allusion; self-conscious disruptor of lyric traditions of considerable antiquity; familiar of modernist aesthetics; and radical stylistic innovator. Like Empson with the poets of the eighteenth century, I wish to applaud formal qualities in Larkin's poems that he would have been horrified to acknowledge. But this is to say no more than that Larkin could afford to forget his technical expertise, so deeply had it become part of his sensibility.
Prospectus
The present project was undertaken with the following aims and objectives: to offer in-depth studies of some of Larkin's 'greatest hits'; to choose them from across his career span (from 1947 to 1977) and analyse them one per chapter; to show that Larkin's poems sustain and reward the most protracted and searching analyses, one measure of his genius being an extraordinary ratio of latent to manifest content whereby poems of one or two pages elegantly convey what critical prose needs thousands of words to explicate; to demonstrate that Larkin's texts, for all their apparent ease of access, rely upon formal strategies and technical devices as sophisticated as those of the more obviously 'difficult' authors in the modernist and postmodernist tradition; to demonstrate that these strategies and devices are largely deconstructive in effect, interrogating and unsettling conventional assumptions about 'reality' and showing them to be part of an ideological rather than a natural order; to call upon a range of contemporary critical theories in unpacking the texts in such a way as to establish that Larkin is indeed 'deep' enough to require a theorized hermeneutics; in the process to demolish the stereotype (in which he sometimes colluded) of Larkin as an old-fashioned, middlebrow, narrowly English realist; to achieve this by concentrating upon one deconstructive technique per chapter per text; to select works which not only come from across Larkin's career span and exemplify different technologies of greatness, but which also address discrete 'themes' -the need to resist idealizations, the competing attractions of solipsism and sociability, the death of God, the arbitrariness of national and gender identities, the enhanced significance of orgasm in post-Victorian culture, and the unredeemability of death -so that each chapter concentrates upon one work, one technique and one principal area of meaning; and to discuss the texts in chronological sequence so as to honour the developmental within the oeuvre. Of the 30 critical books and 70 or so worthwhile essays on Larkin, approximately 90 per cent employ a biographical approach (even when they think they do not). The present volume attempts seven in-depth demonstrations of the advantages of a text-centred methodology. The contestation will be justified to the extent that there emerges from these pages a Larkin more compellingly rich in meanings than the one we know from the critical consensus. All of which is another way of saying that this is the first critical monograph to benefit from Archie Burnett's editorial excellence.
Although A Girl in Winter is the only work in the sequence for which masterpiece status is not being claimed, it merits inclusion on several grounds: as the most underestimated work in the Larkin canon; as his greatest work of the 1940s; and, above all, because it anticipates so many of the techniques of the major poems. It remains undeniable that not just the novel but every one of my chosen works might be replaced by others quite as compelling: 'Next, Please', 'Toads', 'Toads Revisited', 'I Remember, I Remember', 'Mr Bleaney', 'Here', 'Self's the Man', 'Ambulances', 'Dockery and Son', 'Afternoons', 'The Trees', 'Livings', 'The Old Fools', 'The Building', 'Sad Steps' ... But this is evidence less of the folly of my choices than of the mature Larkin's astonishingly high strike rate. It is also ungainsayable that Larkin's genius encompassed many more techniques than may be dealt with in seven essays. Gillian Steinberg's beautiful Philip Larkin and His Audiences (2010) offers a full-length analysis of Larkin's strategies for engaging and positioning readers 'as active participants in the poems, inviting them to take responsibility for their interpretative acts and to view the reading [...] of poems as a consciously synthetic act'.
37 Her work accords with mine but covers techniques that I do not -indeed, covers them so well that repeating her endeavours is redundant.
I remain awkwardly aware of ways in which the aforementioned aims and objectives went unfulfilled. As stated, I planned to explicate seven techniques in seven texts, less in homage to the screen musical Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, an allusion Larkin might have approved, than to Empson's Seven Types of Ambiguity, a work I revere but he affected to despise. In Chapters 2 and 3 (and, to a lesser extent, 6) an adequate account of the stated technique required more than one poem to be adduced as evidence. A glance at the Contents page will confirm that the finished work explicates seven techniques in 11 texts -which doesn't have quite the same ring to it. Again, ellipsis and citation proved so pervasive as to be impossible to confine to their respective chapters, the other techniques depending upon them. These are among the ways in which practice usurped theory -or, if you will, the operative intention usurped the programmatic intention, the implied author the real one. May my defeat be the text's triumph, so that by failing I may succeed! Critics commonly find that protracted acquaintance with a loved author is a prelude to divorce. Putting individual artworks under the microscope for 10-15,000 word molecular examinations has increased rather than diminished my admiration for Larkin's genius. The success of this book entirely depends upon the extent to which it similarly enhances the reader's enjoyment and understanding of Larkin's artistry. That is the primary objective. Tennyson, Alfred Lord, 37, 69, 82, 103, 113, 133, 160, 192, 267 Terence, 151 Terry, Arthur, 67, 223, 269 Thackeray, William Makepeace, 163 Thatcher, Margaret, 138, 142 Thelma and Louise, 198 Thomas, Dylan, 153, 154, 193, 219, 220, 228, 260 Thomas, Edward, 216, 220, 228 Thompson, Francis, 220 Thomson, James, 50, 52 Three Stooges, the, 165 Thurley, Geoffrey, 102 Thwaite, Ann, 170 Thwaite, Anthony, 1, 2, 3, [10] [11] 13, 15, 107, 111, 147, 154, 170, 196, 256 Tibullus, 204 Tillet, Titon du, 186 Timms, David, 2, [89] [90] 106, 114, 179 Titian, 42, 61, 249 Toklas, Alice B., 4 Tolley, A.T., 1, 3, 5, [11] [12] [13] 22, 26, 41, 44, 49, 90, 107, 114, 117, 127, 161, 196, 214, 238, 249, 251, 266 Tomlinson, Charles, 22, 106 Leonardo da, 51, 53, 61, 65 Virgil, 50, 52, 204, 231 Vonnegut, Kurt, 199 
